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________ AMAZON REVIEWS ________

It’s no secret that Amazon is the behemoth of online retailers, accounting for 83% of ebook purchases in 

the US. In Canada, Amazon makes $1.4 billion in book sales each year.

As a result, Amazon reviews are incredibly important. I would love your support by writing a review on 
Amazon.com.

Writing Compelling Reviews

When writing a review on Amazon:

1. Be Honest: Really! I want to know what you think. 

2. Include specific elements from the book: While short, concise reviews are excellent, it’s 
helpful if you can mention at least one element from the book that left an impression on you. You 
could also share quotes from the book that really inspired you.

3. Play by the rules: If you have received my book as an advanced reader, be sure to mention this 
in your review. (“I received this book in exchange for an honest review.” is the standard phrasing.) 
Likewise, make sure you do not add URLs to products on sites other than Amazon. If you do not 
follow Amazon’s community guidelines, your review may be removed from the site.

Example Reviews

“The Only Certain Freedom’s use of mythology to explore one modern entrepreneur’s journey was incredibly 
compelling. Patrick O’Neill’s writing was concise and provided me with so many starting points to map my 
own Hero’s Journey.”

“The Only Certain Freedom is David to this world’s Goliath. Highly-enjoyable and required reading for the 
change makers of the world.”

“Patrick O’Neill, gifted entrepreneur and consultant, can add exceptional storyteller to his repertoire. The 

Only Certain Freedom is completely unputdownable! I found so much insight that I can apply to my own life. 
I’m so glad I found this book.”

How to Post an Amazon Review for The Only Certain Freedom

To leave a review of The Only Certain Freedom, please visit the Amazon page. 

1. Scroll down to the bottom of the page to the customer reviews section. There should be a big 
yellow button that says “Write a Customer Review.” You will need to be logged into your Amazon 
account to continue.

2. Select a star rating and compose a title for your review. Think about how a review would catch 
your eye normally, and compose a title. Some sample ideas include “A book for every business 
owner!” or “Myth meets modern-day in compelling autobiography.”

3. Write your review, double check it for typos, and then submit. Amazon will screen your review, 
and publish it to the product page within 48 hours.

4. When you’re done, there’s one more thing you can do: Share the book, or your review, on 

Facebook or Twitter. If you have a Goodreads account, you can also repost your review there 
with a simple copy and paste.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Book Ambassador Toolkit

https://publishdrive.com/amazon-ebook-market-share/
https://publishdrive.com/amazon-ebook-market-share/
http://a.co/4tQOqgv

